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now that i have the password, im ready to start brute forcing the web server. i will break the
authentication system, because while i can keep hitting the login page, the application will still
present me with the main page. this page has the php code for the application, with application
specific dynamic sql. in that dynamic sql is a call to the web server with a parameter to hit the
database directly. on login, the database password is set from the values in the authentication
request, which means they can be easily set. using these values, i can try a different php web

page that shows the core of the application. this allows me to try out different configurations. it
turns out that the first configuration was not possible; there was an hardcoded debug function

that was used to debug the application. this function is a global and exposes system information
to all users. i was able to find similar information and use it to bypass python protections to get

root. once i have some root, i will go over each plugin to see how they work and where they
connect. i am able to find the password used to authenticate users. this means that i can modify
the query and see user information from the logs. the 2017 sans holiday hack challenge was the

battle of two competing conferences. santa is hosting the 5th annual kringlecon at the north
pole, and jack front has set up a competing conference next door, frostfest. this years challenge
conference included 31 talks from the biggest names in security, including presentations on ctf,
devops, forensic, binary analysis, underground, soc, and ai. in addition to the talks, there were 7
puzzles and 38 objectives to solve. in solving all of these, the jack frosts plot was foiled. as usual,
the challenges were interesting and set up in such a way that it was very beginner friendly, with

lots of hints and talks to ensure that you learned something while solving.
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phase 0 was really easy,
basically just pick a number
of the seven digits. phase 1

was to loop through the
space between the two and
see if you can select them. i
picked the first 200,000 out

of the 10,000,000
possibilities, and was able
to break into it from the

web. from there i switched
out the phone for a

computer, and used a
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process of elimination to
determine that the phone
has a 256 mb rom. from
there, i worked out the

encryption algorithm and
got the flag. i looked at my
xs code and found that it
was actually my own, and
that it had a backdoor -
more on that next. for

phase 2, i used a process of
elimination to determine
that three games accept
3-digit pin codes. from
there, it was easy to
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generate all of the 1,000
passwords that i would
need, and loop through

them. i guessed first, and
then just brute-forced it. in

xs code i picked a string
that i knew was vulnerable
to an xss, and then looked
at the demo of the game
which had a very simple
echo. from there it was

trivial to look at the file to
see how it stored the pin. i

then wrote a small web
application to look for all of
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the possible outputs of the
pin. once i had a list of all of
the pin outputs, i was able

to find the one with the
missing digit which

provided a way to break the
pin in that specific game. in

the second game i was
given, the ux buttons had a
randomizer on them, and 2
randomizer values worked.
from there i looked at the

code for the game, the
html, and then played with
nginx, figuring out how to
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get it to output a random
number, and then again
querying nginx to get an

actual number. 5ec8ef588b
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